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GARDEN WEDDINGS
Creating memories is what Garden Weddings Tipi Hire strive to achieve at every single event.
Working with you every step of the way, we will
help plan, organise and co-ordinate your
outdoor wedding or event celebration.
We work in the most picturesque settings
offering a completely bespoke wedding
planning service.
Beautiful parklands, landscaped gardens and
unique settings. Why have your wedding
anywhere else? This is your special occasion,
we want to make sure it is truly memorable.
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OUR TIPIS
Step into the Magic!
Garden Weddings Tipi Hire work with carefully
selected UK based tipi manufactures.
Hand crafted in the North East of England by
industry professionals, Our tipis are beautifully
built to the highest specification and we are proud
to say they are made here in the UK.
Our tipis are not only beautifully eye-catching,
they are durable, weatherproof, fire retardant
and come in various sizes to suit every
occasion. Whether it’s a single tipi for an
an intimate gathering, or two more tipis linked
together for hundreds of people celebrating
with you on your wedding day.
The garden weddings tipi hire Teams are on
hand every step of the way to help with your
event planning journey.

TRIPLE AND ABOVE

SINGLE TIPI
A Single Tipi will accommodate
a maximum of 50 seated guests
and 75 evening guests. Perfect
for an intimate wedding, event
or garden party.
Starting From

£1,750

Does your event require more space than
just two big hat Tipis? With a large stock
of Tipis available upon request, Garden
Weddings can accommodate for your
wedding reception no matter what size.
Starting From

£4,750

DOUBLE TIPI
Our Double Tipi setups will accommodate
a maximum of 100 guests seated and 150
evening guests for your special day.
Choose from an intimate porch entrance in
and enjoy the view by opening up the sides.
Starting From

£3,500
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NAKED TIPI
Throw the canvas to the side to create a
visually stunning tipi with a difference.
The perfect addition to your wedding for
a chill out area or even the perfect spot
for your wedding ceremony.
Starting From

£750
KUB TIPI
Do you require that little extra space?
With our Kub tipi we offer a more affordable
way to add additional space. Perfect for a
chill out area and fire pit. If you love s’mores
then a fire pit would be perfect! Alternatively
use as a dance tent to party the night away.
Starting From

£1,250
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TIPI PACKAGES
Alongside our popular Tipi hire service, Garden
Weddings deliver all inclusive wedding packages
throughout Yorkshire. Taking the stress away
when planning an outdoor wedding. Organising
everything from the catering, to the heating and
power requirements.
If you’re looking to create your own DIY wedding or
event, then look no further.
Our Tipis can be placed on a plot of land completely
of your own choice. For more information about the
magical venues that we work alongside and to start
your wedding planning journey please contact us.
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FLOOR PLANS

2m Tables w/ benches,
seating 6

How will the seating be laid out for my
wedding? Is it possible to have round
tables instead of bench style seating?

Here are a few examples of
seating plans we have to offer.
If you’re looking for something
a little different, let us know
and we can create a plan
especially for you.
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Zip Entrance

SINGLE TIPI

The perfect party atmosphere!
Our Single Tipi will seat 50
guests through the day and
holds enough space for 75
evening reception guests.

Sides Raised
Fairy Light Walkway

When it comes to planning, where your
guests will be seated can cause a lot of
questions. At Garden Weddings we will
work alongside you to create a bespoke
floor plan, enabling you to picture
how your Tipi will look on your
special day.

Fire

Sides Lowered
Fairy Lights

Scale: 10m
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Bench Snug

Rustic Bar

2m Tables w/ benches,
seating 6

Band Area
Fire

Sofa & Chair

DOUBLE TIPI
Our Double Tipi will seats up to
100 guests through the day and
holds enough space for 150 evening
reception guests.

Fairy Light Walkway

Sides Raised
Sides Lowered
Fairy Lights

Scale: 10m
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Ambient Up-Lighters

Barrel Fire Pit

Fire Pit

SPECIAL TOUCHES
Cross Back Chairs
Rustic Tables

Giant Mirror Ball

Festoon Lighting

Round Tables
Chivari Chairs

Dance Floor
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Wooden Barrel
SPECIAL TOUCHES

Festoon Lit Walkways

Hanging
Oak

Chesterfield Chill Out

GARDEN WEDDINGS
TIPI HIRE

01226 952535
HI@GARDEN-WEDDINGS.CO.UK
WWW.G ARDEN-WEDDINGS.CO.UK

